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SEVERAL years ago the author, and independently Smale, generalized the Morse theory of 
critical points to cover certain functions on hilbert manifolds [5,6 and 91. Shortly thereafter 
J. Schwartz showed how the same techniques allowed one also to extend the Lusternik- 
Schnirelman theory of critical points to functions on hilbert manifolds [7]. Now while 
Morse theory, by its nature, is more or less naturally restricted to hilbert manifolds, the 
natural context for Lusternik-Schnirelman theory is a smooth real valued function on a 
Banach manifold. In this paper we shall extend Schwartz’s results to cover this more general 
situation. It is not however simply a desire for generality in an abstract heorem that promp- 
ted the present work. The motivation for considering critical point theory in the context 
of infinite dimensional manifolds comes from the immediate applicability of results to prov- 
ing existence theorems in the Calculus of Variations. As long as the integrands one considers 
are of a basically quadratic nature, hilbert manifolds of maps belonging to some Sobolev 
space Lf are the natural manifolds in which to formulate the problems. However for more 
general integrands it becomes necessary to use Banach manifolds, for example manifolds 
of maps belonging to one of the more general Sobolev spaces Lkp. Applications in this 
direction will be found in a forthcoming paper of Browder [2]. 
We shall assume familiarity with @l-7 of [5]. 
$1. MAPS OF CLASS Ck- 
1 .l DEFINITION. Let V and W be Banach spaces, 0 open in V, k a positive integer and 
f: 0 + W a map of class Ck-‘. We shall say that f is of class Ck- if given p E 0 there is a 
neighborhood U of p, U E 0, and a K > 0 such that Ijdk-‘fp - dk-‘f,ll < Kllp - 411 for 
p, q E U; i.e. if dk-‘f: 0 + Lt-‘(V; W) is locally Lipschitz. 
1.2 THEOREM. Iff is of class Ck then f is of class Ck-. 
Proof. Given p. E 0 choose K > 0 such that IldkfpJ < K. Then by continuity of 
d’ff, ljd”f,\l < K for x in some convex neighborhood CJ ofp, in 0. If p, q E 0 then ljdk-‘fp - 
d’-‘f,ll c KJ(p - qII by the Mean Value Theorem [3, Ch. I, $4, Cor. 11. 
Q.E.D. 
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Our reason for introducing maps of class Ck- is the following. Our most general exist- 
ence theorems for critical points of a function f require, as regards smoothness, only thatf 
be of class C’ (see Theorems 5.4 et seq.), however, to prove the much more detailed results 
of Lusternik-Schnirelman theory (Theorem 7.1) we need f of class C2-. This is because 
in the proof we need to be able to integrate a vector field Y of the form X/(X’J) = X/df(X) 
where X is a C’ - pseudo-gradient vector field for f (see &I), and in order that Y be of class 
Cl- and hence integrable (Theorem 1.4) we need to know that df(X) is of class Cl-, which 
in turn requires us to assume that df is of class C’- or that f is of class C2-. Of course we 
could have sacrificed a little generality and assumed f to be of class C2, however it turns 
out that certain natural assumptions on an integrand in a Calculus of Variations problem 
imply that the corresponding functional defined on an appropriate manifold of maps is of 
class C2- but not necessarily of class C 2. As remarked in the introduction our motivation 
for proving Theorem 7.1 lies in its applicability to this class of examples. 
The following two facts are elementary and left to the reader. First, the maps of class 
Ck- of 0 into W form a vector space, and secondly, the compositon of two maps of class 
Ck- is again of class Ck-. 
1.3 DEFINITION. Let M and N be Ck Banach manifolds and f : A4 + N a function. We 
say f is of class Ck- if given p E M there exists a chart 9 : 0 -+ V for M at p and a chart 
II/ : u + Wfor Nat f(p) such that $O fO 9-l is of class Ck-. 
Remark. It then follows from 1.2 and the fact that compositions of d- maps are 
Ck- that given any chart cp for M and tj for N then tiO f O q’-’ is of class Ck-. We note 
also that 1.2 extends to the case where f is a map between C’ manifolds. If E is a Ck Banach 
space bundle over a Ck manifold M then of course a Ck- section of E means a continuous 
section of E which as a map of M into E is of class C k-. In particular if E is a C2 Banach 
manifold (so its tangent bundle T(M) is a C’ Banach space bundle over M) then it makes 
sense to speak of a C’ - vector field on M, namely a C’ - cross section X of T(M). A solution 
curve for such a vector field is a C’ map 6 of an open interval (a, b) into M such that 6’(t) = 
x(&t)) for all t E (a, b) and if 0 E (a, b) then 6(O) is called the initial condition of 6. 
1.4 THEOREM. Let X be a Cl- vector field on a C2 Banach manifold without boundary 
M. Then Theorem (1) through Theorem (4) of [5, 461 hold, where in Theorem (4) k = 1 - . 
Proof. These theorems are proved in [3, Ch. IV] from the Local Existence and 
Uniqueness Theorem for vector fields [5, $21 or [3, Ch. IV, $1, Prop. l] which is proved in 
the latter reference in the Lipschitz case. 
Q.E.D. 
1.5 LEMMA. If M is a C’ Banach manifold then for every suficiently small open set 0 
of M there is a C’ - map f : M + R such that f(x) 2 0 for all x E M and 0 = {x E MJf(x) > 0} 
proof. Let 0 be any open set of M such that 0 is included in the domain U of a 
chart cp : U+ V. It will suffice to show that if d = q(O) then there is a C’ - map f: V+ R 
with f 2 0 and 0” = (v E Vlf(v) >O}, for then we can define f(x) = f(cp(x)) for x E U and 
f(x) = 0 x 4 LT. Define f(v) = Inf(llv - wII Iw $ 0”). Since 0” is open d = (v E V/f(v) > O}. 
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Given vi and v2 in V and E > 0 choose w $0’ so that /vz - wll <f(vJ + E. Then f(ul) <- 
IlVl - ~11 I I[ vl - vtII + IIv2 - wII I IIq - uzll +f(vJ + E and since E is arbitrary f(q) - 
flu,) I llvl - ~~11. Interchanging v1 and u2 gives If(q) -f(v,)l 5 llq - 0~11. 
Q.E.D 
1.6 THEOREM. If M is a paracompact C’ Banach manifold and { Uor}_, is open cover of 
M then there is a C’- partition of unity {qs}see for M subordinate to (Ua}.EA. 
proof. By 1.5 we can find a locally finite open cover {OB}PEB for M which refines 
{ UAEA such that if V is open in some 0, then there is a C’- map f: M+ R with f 2 0 
and V = {x E M/f(x) > 01. Let {Vs)sEs be an open cover of M with VPgc 0, and let fa : 
M+ R be a C’- map with fs 1 0 and VP = {x E Mlfs(x) > O}. Let qs =fs/(c fa). Then 
{qs} is clearly a C’- partition of unity for M and support ‘ps c Vfl c 0, which is included 
in some U,. 
Q.E.D. 
52,FINSLER STRUCTURES 
2.1 DEFINITION. Let B be a topological space, V a Banach space and E = Bx V the 
product Banach space bundle withfibre V over B. A function 1) 11 : E * R is a Finder structure 
for E tffor each b E B the map v + ll(b, u)ll is an admissible norm for V (call it (I ll,,) and tf 
given b0 E B and k > 1 there is a neighborhood U of b0 in B such that ~llvlibO I llvllb I kllvllbo 
for all b E U and all v E V. If N is an admissible norm for V then the map )I )I : E -+ R defined 
by II(b, 4 II = N( v 1 is called the flat Finsler structure for E dejined by N. 
The following are elementary consequences of the above definition. 
2.2 THEOREM. If 11 II is a Finsler structure on Bx V then 1) II is continuous. 
2.3 THEOREM. If II II is a Finsler structure on Bx V, Bx V’ a second Co product 
Banach space bundle, and if f : BX V’ x BX V is a Co Banach space bundle equivalence 
then II II 0 f is a Finsler structure for BX V’. 
2.4 THEOREM. Let El = Bx Vl and E, = B x V, be Co product Banach space bundles 
with Finsler structures II II1 and II 11’ respectively. Define II II on L(E,, EJ = Bx L(V,, V,) 
by ll(b, T)ll = WW, ~W)l121 II@, 9ll’ = 11. Then II II is a Finsler structure on L(E,, E2). 
2.5 COROLLARY. Zf II II is a Finsler structure for E = Bx V then II II*de$ned by II(b, l)ll* 
= Sup{ll(v)l I II@, v)ll = 11 is a Finsler structure for E* = Bx V*. 
2.6 DEFINITION. Let p : E + B be a Co Banach space bundle and let II II : E + R be a 
function. We say (( 11 is a Finsler structure for E if given bo E B there is a bundle chart cp : 
Ox v w El0 for E with 0 a neighborhood of b. such that II I( 0 rp is a Finsler structure 
for OxV. 
The following is immediate from the above definition and the preceding theorems. 
2.7 THEOREM. Let \I \I be a Finsler structure for p : E + B. 
(1) 11 I( is a continuous function on E. 
(2) 11 IIt, = II 11 IEt, is an admissibze norm for Eb. 
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(3) If cp : 0 x V x El0 is a bundle chart for E then II (( 0 cp is a Finsler structure for 
the product bundle 0 x V (Def. 2.1). 
(4) IJT: X + B is a continuous map, f *E the induced bundle andf : f *E + E the canonical 
bundle morphism then 1) 1) 0 f is a Finsler structure forf *E. 
(5) Let 1) 11’ be a Finsler structure forp’: E ’ -+Bandde$ne III III onL(E, E’)by IllTIll = 
Sup{llWllJ l141b = llforfe Eb*. Then III III is a Finsler structure for L(E, E’). 
2.8 LEMMA. Let p : E --, B be a Banach space bundle, (OIT}.EA an open cover of B, II IJa a 
FinsZer structure for ana’ {(P~)s.B locally jinite of unity support ‘ps’ 
0 a(Bj. ,cS ((PD P>II I is a structure for 
E 
2.9 Every Banach bundle over baseadmitsa Finslerstructure. 
DEFINITION. A Finsler manifold is a C’ Banach manifold together with a Finsler 
structure for T(M). 
2.11 THEOREM. Every paracompact Banach manifold admits the structure of a Finsler 
manifold. 
Next let E be a Co Hilbert space bundle over B and ( , ) a Co Riemannian structure for 
E [3, p. 981, so in particular b + ( , )b is a continuous cross-section of Lz(E, E). Define 
11 (1 : E + R by llell’ = (e, e). Then we shall show that II II is a Finsler structure for E. Since 
the Fin&r condition is local it suffices to consider the case E = Bx H where H is a Hilbert 
space with inner product < , > . Then we have a continuous map A : B + L(H, H) where, 
for each b E B, A(b) is the unique strictly positive operator on H such that (x, J& = 
<_@)x, y> and given b. E B by redefining < , > we can supposed = I. The continuity 
of b + (, )b implies that b + A(b) and hence b + A(b)-l are continuous maps of B into 
L(H, H) hence given K > 1 there is a neighborhood U of 6, such that, for b E B, /IA(b 
< K2 and IIA(b)-‘II < K’. Then IlvIl~ = <A(b)v, v> 4 llA(b)ll<v, v> = KZllv& and 
IIVII~~ = <A(WA(b) v, v> = <A(b)%(b)“%, A(b)“‘v> <K2<A(b)“‘v, A(b)“‘v> = 
~211v~1,2, hence l/KllvJI,, _< JIvIJb _< Kllvllb for b E U and v E H and we have proved 
2.12 THEOREM. If ( , ) is a Riemannian structure for a Co Hilbert bundlep : E-+ B then 
I( 11 : E + R defined by llejj2 = (e, e) is a Finsler structure for E. 
$73. LENGTH AND METRIC IN FINSLER MANIFOLDS 
3.1 LEMMA. If M is a connected Ck Banach manifold andp, q E A4 then there is a Ck-path 
a : [a, b] + M with a(a) = p and a(b) = q. 
Proof. Say p N q if there is such a u. It will suffice to show that N is an equivalence 
relation. For then the equivalence class of each point is clearly open (if 9 : 0 + V is a chart 
at p then every q E 0 can be joined to p by a “straight line” so q -p). The symmetry and 
reflexivity of N are clear. For transitivity suppose CJ : [a, b] + M and z : [c, dJ + A4 are 
Ck path, with a(b) = z(c). We must construct a Ck path from a(a) to z(d) and can assume 
a=O,b=c= 1/2andd= 1. Letrp:R + R be a non-decreasing C” function with ~(0) = 0, 
p(t) = l/2 if l/4 I t I 3/4 and ~(1) = 1 and define y : 10, l] 3 M by y(t) = 0(9(t)) 0 s t -< 
3/4 and y(t) = z(q(t)) l/4 S t I 1. 
Q.E.D. 
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3.2 DEFINITION. Let M be a Finsler manifold and o : [a, b] + M a C’ path in M. We 
dejine l(o), the length of o, by Z(o) = JI: I[ a’(t)lldt. If p and q are in the same component of 
M we define the distance from p to q, p(p, q), by p(p, q) =Znf{l(a)lo a C’ path from p to q}. 
REMARK. Note that if c : [a, b] -+ M is C’ then (T’ : [a, b] + T(M) is continuous and 
hence ((by 1) of 2.7) t -+ Ilo’(t)/l is a continuous non-negative real valued function in [a, b], 
so l(u) is a well-defined non-negative real number. That p(p, q) is a well-defined non-nega- 
tive real number now follows from 3.1 with k = 1. We note that as usual length is invariant 
under change of parameter, i.e. if 0 : [a, b] -+ M is a C’ map and if cp : [c, d] --) [a, b] is a 
C’ monotone map then l(a 0 cp) = Z(a). 
3.3 THEOREM. Zf M is a Finsler manifold then the function p of Definition 3.2 is a metric 
for each component of M; moreover this metric is consistent with the topology of M. 
Proof. The non-negativity of p and the fact that it satisfies the triangle inequality are 
trivial. If cr : [a, b] + M is a C’ map and r : [a, b] -+ [a, b] is the flip about (a + b)/2 (t(t) = 
- t + a + b) then I(a 0 5) = I(a) from whichit follows thatp is symmetric. Let b. E M and 
cp : 0 + Va chart for M with b, E 0 and cp(b,) = 0. We identify 0 with q(O) and T(M)10 
with Ox I’. In particular for each b E 0 T(M), is identified with Vand /I I!b is an admissible 
norm for V. Given r > 0 sufficiently small and K > 1 we can suppose 0 = {v E VI llvllbo < 
2r) and l/Kllvllb, < llullb < KIIullb, for b E 0 and u E V. Then if u : [a, b] --t Ois C’wehave 
l(a) = s bll’S’(l)/l,c,l dt 2 ; bllu'(t)llb, dt * s a 
Now suppose 0 : [a, b] -+ M is C’, a(a) = b. and im(o) $ 0. Then there is a smallest 
c E [a, b] such that II~(c)llb, = r, so 61 [a, c] is a C’ path in 0 and by (*) I(a) 2 I(aj[a, c]) 2 
(wwdc) - o(a)ll&, 2 r/K. In particular if q $0 is in the same component of M as b,then 
p(b,, q) 2 r/K. If q E 0 and IJ is a C’ path joining b, to q then either im(a)$ 0 and I(a) 2 
r/K or else im(a) E 0 and by (*) I(o) 2 llqllb,/K. Hence if q # b, then p(b,, q) 2 l/K 
min(r, ~~q~~b,) > 0 and we have proved the positivity of p and hence that p is a metric on each 
component of M. Finally we prove that p topology coincides with the manifold topology of 
M. First if p(bo, q.) -+ 0 then eventually p(b,, qn) < r/K and hence q, E 0. Moreover since 
llqJb, I Kp(b,, qJ, llqnllbo -+ 0 and since 11 [lb0 is an admissible norm in V, q. --+ b, in 0, 
hence in M. Conversely suppose qn + b, in M. Eventually q,, E 0 and hence llqnllb, -P 0. 
Define a,, : [0, I] + 0, a C’ path joining b, to qn by a,(t) = tq,,. Then p(b,, q,,) I Z(G”) = 
5; II4,(t)lldt = f:, Ilqnllo,,ct, dt 5 K.b hllb0 dt = K1kdb,, hence p(bo, 4”) -+ 0. 
Q.E.D. 
3.4 COROLLARY. Every paracompact Banach manifold is metrizable. 
Proof. Immediate from 2.11 and 3.3. 
Remark. In fact [4, Corollary of Theorem 31 every paracompact Banach manifold 
admits a complete metric. Conversely of course a metrizable Banach manifold is para- 
compact. 
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3.5 DEFINITION. If M is a Finsler manifold then the metric p defined on each component 
of M in 3.2 is called the Finsler metric for M. If each component of M is complete in the 
Finsler metric then M is called a complete Finsler manifold. 
3.6 THEOREM. IfM is a Finsler manifold and N is a C’ submanifold of M then 11 11 IT(N) 
is a Finsler structure for N (called the Finsler structure induced from M). If M is complete 
and N is a closed submanifold of M then N is a complete Finsler manifold in the induced 
Finsler structure. 
Proof. If i : N + M is the inclusion map then we can identify T(N) with i*T(M) and 
the first statement follows from 4) of 2.7. The second statement follows as in the remark 
following Corollary (3) of Theorem 9 [5, p. 3261. 
COROLLARY. If M is a closed C1 submanifold of a Banach space V then M is a complete 
Finsler manifold in the Finsler structure induced from the jlat Finsler structure on T(V) = 
v>< v. 
Proof. If 11 11 is the norm on V, p, q E V and 0 : [a, b] + V is a C’ path joining p to q 
then Z(a) = ji I\o’(t)lldt 2 11s: a’(t) dtlj = 114 -pII so p(p, q) 2 )(q -pII. But if 0 isthestraight 
line segment joining p to q (a(t) =p + t(q -p) 0 I t I 1) then I(o) = sh IIo’(t)lldt = 
$llq - plldt = l/q - p/l, hence p(p, q) = 114 - pII. Hence V is a complete Finsler manifold in 
the flat Finsler structure for T(V) = V > < V. 
Q.E.D. 
3.7 DEFINITION. Let M be a C’ Finsler manifold and a : (a, b) + M a C’ path in M. 
We dejke the length of a, l(a), by 
s 
IJ 
l(a) = lim lb’(Oll dt. 
Note that we may have f(a) = co. 
3.8 THEOREM. If M is a C’ Finsler manifold and a : (a, b) -+ M is a C1 curve of finite 
length then im(a) is totally bounded in the Finsler metric for M, and hence if M is complete 
then im (a) has compact closure in M. 
Proof. [5, $9, Proposition (l)]. 
3.9 THEOREM. Let X be a C’ - vector field on an open submanifold M* of a complete 
C2 Finsler manifold M and let a : (a, b) --t M* be a maximal integral curve of X. If b c co 
and r. I\ X(a(t))lldt < 00 then a(t) has a limit point in M - M* as t --) b. Similarly ifa > - co 
and 1: II X(a(t))II < co then a(t) has a limit point in M - M* as t --) a. 
Proof. Since a’(t) = X(a(t)) it follows from Theorem 3.8 that if js IIX(a(t))lldt < 00 
then a(t) must have a limit point q in M as t + b. Now if b < co then b # M* by Theorem 
(3) of [5, 061 (see Theorem 1.4 above) hence p E M - M*. 
Q.E.D. 
3.0 COROLLARY. Let X be a C’ - vector field on a complete C2 Finsler manifold M 
[f II X11 is bounded on M then X generates a global one parameter group. 
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Proof. Let g : (a, b) -+ M be a maximal integral curve of X. We must show that 
a= -co and b = co. Suppose for example that b < co. Then since llXl/ is bounded 
so 11 X(a(t))I[ < co so by 3.9 o(t) has a limit point in M - M = la as t + b, which is absurd. 
Q.E.D. 
§4.PSEUDO-GRADIENT VECTOR FIELDS 
If M is a Finsler mainfold then there is a natural Finsler structutre for T(M)* defined 
by 1141 = SUPW)I 1 Mb = 11 for 1~ WO,* ( see 6 of Theorem 2.7). In particular if 
f: M+ R is a C’ map then IldfJ is defined for each p E it4 and p + /ldf,ll is a continuous 
real valued function II dfjl : M + R. 
4.1 DEFINITION. Let M be a Finsler manifold and let f: M + R be differentiable at 
p E M. Then X E T(M), is called a pseudo-gradient vector for f at p if 
(1) IINI 5 4dfpll. 
(2) Xf = df,(X) 2 lldfpl12- 
kff is differentiable at each point of S c M and X is a Ck-vector field on S (M being of class 
C’, I > k) then X is called a Ck pseudo-gradient field for f on S zy for each p E S X, is a 
pseudo-gradient vector for f at p. 
Remark. Let M be a Ckf ’ Riemannian manifold, k 2 0 (i.e. 15, $91 M is a Ck+’ hilbert 
manifold with a Ck Riemannian structure for T(M)), and let f: M+ R be a Ck+l map. 
Then V’ the gradient off, is a Ck vector field on M, /lVf I[ = lldf //and (V’f = [/Vf /I2 = lidf [I2 
(see [5] end of !j9), hence Vf is a Ck pseudo-gradient vector field for f on M. 
4.2 LEMMA. If M is a Finsler manifold and f: M-, R is dlxerentiable at p then the set 
of pseudo-gradient vectors for f at p is a convex subset of T(M),. 
Proof. Obvious. 
Remark. Ifp is a critical point forf, i.e. df, = 0, then clearly only the zero element of 
T(M), is a pseudo-gradient vector forf at p. Ifp is not a critical point off choose YE T(M),, 
with II YII = 1 so that df,( Y) 2 (1 - c)lldf,ll, where 0 < E < 1. This is possible by definition 
of Ildf,ll. Let 6 > 0 and X = ~lldf,ll Y. Then IIXII =~lldfpll and Xf = df,(x) = 
~~~IdfPlldfP(Y) ~(1 + S)lldfP112. Thus we can make IIX(I as close as we wish to Ildf,ll 
and still have Xf > lldfPl12 (hence the “2” in 4.1 could be replaced by any a > 1). 
4.3 LEMMA. Let M be a C k’l Finsler manifold (k 2 0) and let f : M + R be C’. 
Given p E M not a critical point of M there is an open neighborhood 0 of p in M and a C’ 
pseudo-gradient vector field for f in 0. 
Proof. As in the above remark choose X,ET(M)~ so that IlX,ll c 2lldfJl and X, f > 
lldf, l12. Extend XP to be a Ck vector field in a neighborhood I/ of p (e.g. let X be constant 
in a chart at p with domain U) and define 0 = {q E UlX,f > lldf,J2 and 11 XJ < 211dfq,ll}. 
Since Xf, /df 11, and II XII are continuous in U, 0 is open. 
Q.E.D. 
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4.4 THEOREM. Let M be a C2 Finsler manifold and let f: M --, R be C’. Let M* denote 
the open submanifold of M consisting of regular (i.e. non-critical) points off. Then there is 
a C’ - pseudo-gradient vector field for f in M*. 
Proof. For each p E M* let 0, be a neighborhood ofp in M* and Xtp) a C’ pseudo- 
gradient vector field for f in 0,. By Theorem 3.3 M* is metrizable, hence paracompact, so 
by Theorem 1.6 there is a Cl- partition of unity {qa}ssB for M* such that for each /I E B 
there is a p(p) E M* with support ‘ps E OPcBj. Then X = c (P~X~(~) is a C’- vector field 
BEB 
in M* and by Lemma 4.2 X is a pseudo-gradient vector field for f in M*. 
Q.E.D. 
85. EXISTENCE OF CRITICAL. POINTS 
In this section M will denote a Banach manifold of class Ck, k 2 1, f: M + R a map 
of class at least C’, K E M the set of critical points of M and M* = M - K the set of regular 
points off. We denote the frontier of K (K (J M*) by k 
5.1 THEOREM. Zf M is a connected C’ Banach manifold andj‘: M + R is a non-constant 
C’ map then f(K) = f(K). 
Proof. [5, $15, Theorem (l)]. 
5.2 DEFINITION. Let M be a C’ Finsler manifold and f: M + R a C’ map. We say 
that f satisfies condition (C) ifgiven any subset S of M on which JfJ is bounded but on which 
lldf 11 is not bounded away from zero there is a critical point off in s. 
Remark. If M is a Riemannian manifold then lldf )I = 11 Vf 11, so this definition is consist- 
ent with that of [5, $101. 
5.3 THEOREM. Let M be a C’ Finsler manifold and f: M + R a C’ map satisfying 
condition (C). Then f/k is proper, i.e. given - 03 < a < b < 00, R n f -‘[a, b] is compact. 
In particular if int(K) = rzf then f IK is proper. 
Proof. In the proof of Theorem (2) of [5, $151 replace IlVf II by lldf II and let p be the 
Finsler metric for M. 
5.4 THEOREM. Let M be a complete C2 Finsler manifold without boundary, f: M --) R 
a C’ function satisfying condition (C) and X a C’- pseudo-gradient vectorfield for f in M* 
(see Theorem 4.4). Zf o : (01, /I) + M is a maximal integral curve for X then either 
lim flo(t)) = co, or else /I = co and a(t) has a criticalpoint off as a limit point as t + 00. 
r+@ 
Similarly either lim f(a(t)) = - co or else u = - co and a(t) has a criticalpoint off as limit 
r-+0 
pointas t+ -co. 
Proof. Let g(t) =f(a(t)). Then g’(t) = df,&o’(t)) = dfbct,(XdcJ 2 Ildf,(,,112 > 0 (strict 
inequality because ~(tl, /I) c M*), so g is strictly monotone increasing and hence has a 
limit B as t + /?. Suppose B < co. Then g(t) = g(0) + IO g’(s)ds 2 g(0) + & IldfUcS, )I 2 ds, 
and it follows that 
(*) s B Ild.&l12 ds < 00. 0 
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Suppose first that /I = co. Then by (*) I/df,,,,II is not bounded away from zero for s E [0, eo). 
Since g(s) =f(cr(s)) is monotone f(a(0)) <f(a(s)) I B for s E [0, co). Hence by condition 
(C) o(t) has a critical point off as a limit point as t --f co. 
Next suppose that /3 < co. By Schwartz’s inequality we have: 
and by (*) f6 I]df,,,,]lds < co. But, since X is a pseudo-gradient vector field for f in M*, 
]]X,c,,]] I 211df,cs,II, hence J$ ]]X,o,]]ds < co. Then by Theorem 3.9 a(t) has a limit point in 
M-M*=Kast+j?. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 5.4 is of course an extension of the classical technique of “steepest descent” 
for locating critical points. It is natural to ask when we can assert that lim a(t) actually 
t-+B 
exists (and hence is a critical point off). The author [5, $12, Prop. 21 and Smale [8, (c) of 
Theorem 1. I] showed that if M is a Hilbert manifold r~ :(cc, p) -+ A4 a maximal integral curve 
off and if p is a non-degenerate critical point off which is a limit point of a(t) as t + jl then 
in fact p = lim o(t)_ The following generalization of this result is based on an argument 
t+8 
of Browder [2, Theorem 1.21. 
5.5 THEOREM. Let M be a C2 Finsler manifold without boundary, f: M + R a C’function 
satisfying condition (C) and X a C1 - pseudo-gradient vector$eldfor f in M*. Let o : (a, j?) + 
M be a maximal integral curve of X and suppose p is an isolated critical point off which is 
a limit point of a(t) as t + /I (respectively, as t -+ u). Then in fact lim a(t) = p (respectively 
t+fl 
lim a(t) = p). 
f-+01 
Proof. Suppose not. Let V be an open neighborhood of p so small that there is a 
sequence tn --t p with a(tJ # V and p is the only critical point off in I’? Let U be a neighbor- 
hood of p with 0 E V. Given t < fl with a(t) E U there will be a smallest s’ > t with a(s’) E 
P = v- V and a largest s < s’ with a(s) E 0 = ii - U. Then a([s, s’]) E V- U and 
p(a(s), a(s’)) > p(Lf, P) = do >O. Given such a closed interval [sr, sr’] we can choose 
t > s’ with a(t) E U and hence we can inductively define a sequence {[s”, s.‘]} of disjoint 
such intervals. Recall that f(a(t)) is monotone and that !i_y f(a(t)) = f(p) since p in a limit 
point of a(t) as t + j?, hence for s E fi [sip si’] f(a(s&) 5 f(a(s)) <f(p). On the other hand 
i=l 
since the closure of 6 a([Si, s,‘]) is included in v- U, it contains no critical point off, 
i=l 
SO by condition (C) ]]df&,,]] > dl > 0 for s E t [Si, si’]. Then 
i=l 
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On the other hand as we saw in Theorem 5.4, since B = lim f(a(t)) =f(p) < co, we have 
(*) j$’ ((df&,((’ < co, a contradiction. 
t-+8 
Q.E.D. 
5.6 COROLLARY. Let M be a complete C2 Finsler manifold without boundary, f : M + R 
a C’ function which is bounded below, satisfies condition (C) and all of whose critical points 
are isolated. Let X be any C’ - pseudo-gradient vectorfieldforf in M*. Then ifa : (a, /?) + M* 
is any maximal integral curve for X lim a(t) exists and is a critical point off. 
t+lr 
Proof. Immediate from 5.4 and 5.5. 
5.1 THEOREM. Let M be a complete C2 Finsler mantfold without boundary andf : M-r R 
a C' function satisfying condition (C). Iff is bounded below on a component MO of M then 
f (MO assumes its greatest lower bound. Iff is bounded below then either f assumes its greatest 
lower bound or else there is a sequence {Mk} of components ofM, on each of which f is constant, 
such that f(Mk) + Znf{f(x)lx E M}. 
Proof Let B, = Inf{f(x)lx E MO}. Ch oose x, E MO with f(x,) < B, + I/n. We can 
assume x, E: K (otherwise by Theorem 5.4 replace x, by a limit point as t --t CI of a(t) where 
o : (cc, /?) + M is the maximal integral curve of a pseudo-gradient vector field for f, with 
initial condition x,,). We can assume f is not constant on MO, hence by 5.1 we can assume 
x, ER. Then by 5.3 a subsequence of {x.} converges to x0 E MO and clearly f(xo) = Bo 
Now let B = Inf{f(x)lx E M} and let p,, be the minimum off on a component M,, of M 
with f(pJ + B. Then p,, E K and, assuming f is not constant on M,, by 5.1 we can assume 
pn ER, so by 5.3 if B > - co then a subsequence of {p,> converges top, E M and f(po) = B. 
Q.E.D. 
Recall that the critical values of a C’ function f: M + R are the real numbers in the 
image f(K) of the set of critical points off. Other real numbers are called regular values 
off. 
5.8 THEOREM. Let M be a C’ Finsler mantfold, f: M + R a C' function satisfying condi- 
tion (C) and let c be a regular value off Then either c is in the interior of the set of regular 
values off or else there is a sequence Mk of components of M, on each of which f is constant, 
such that f(Mk) + c. 
Proof. Let S = {c E Rjf has the constant value c on a component of M}. By Theorem 
5.1 f(K) = S’U f(R). Since a proper map is closed it follows from 5.3 that if c #f(K) and c 
is not a limit point of S then c is not a limit point off(K). 
Q.E.D 
5.9 THEOREM. Let M be a complete C2 Finsler ma&old without boundary, f: M-r R a 
C2- function satisfying condition (C) and assume that the interval (a, b) contains no critical 
values off, -co 5 a < b I co. If c E (a, b) then W = f -‘(cl is a closed Cz submantfold of 
M, and there is a C’ - isomorphism @ of W ~(a, b) onto 0 = f -‘(a, b) such that for each 
dE(a,b)themapw+@(w,d)isaC’- isomorphism of W onto f - ‘(d) which for d = c is the 
identity map. 
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Proof. That W is a C2 submanifold of M follows from [5, $7, Smoothness Theorem 
for Regular Levels]. Let X be a C’- pseudo-gradient field for f in M* (Theorem 4.4). 
Note that 0 G M*. Let w E Wand let c : (a, j) + M* be the maximal integral curve of X 
with initial condition w. We claim that if d~(a, b) then there exists to E (~1, /?) such thatf(a(t,) 
= d. Moreover, recalling from the proof of Theorem 5.4 that f(o(t)) is strictly monotone 
increasing this to is unique. Indeed suppose no such t, existed, and for definiteness assume 
c < d. By the monotonicity of f(a(t)) we have c = f(a(0)) I f(a(t)) < d for all t E [0, j?) 
hence by Theorem 5.4 there is a critical point p off and t, -+ /I such that c(t,) +p. Then 
f(p> = lim f(a(t,,)) is a critical value off and since a < c < f(a(t,,)) < d < b it follows that 
a <f(p) c b contradicting the assumption on (a, b). Since df is C’ - and X is C’ - it follows 
that Xf = df(X) is Cl-. Since Xf > Ijdf)j2 > 0 and t -+ l/t is C” for t # 0, l/(Xf) is Cl-, 
hence Y = X/(Xf) is a C’ - vector field on A4 *. Let {qp,} be the maximal ocal one parameter 
group generated by Y ([5, $61 and Theorem 1.4) so, for p E M*, t + q,(p) is the maximal 
integral curve of Y with initial condition p. Since Y is proportional to X with a non-zero 
proportionality factor t --t q,(p) is also the maximal integral curve of X, but reparameterized. 
Since d/dtf(cp,(t)) = Yf = 1 the reparameterization is such that f(q,(p)) = f(p) + t, It is 
now immediate from what was proved above that if p E 0 then cp,@) is defined for 
a < f(rp,@)) c b, i.e. for a -f(p) < t < b -f(p). Define @ : Wx(a, b) + M* by @(w, t) 
= q,_.(w), so by Theorem 1.4 @ is of class Cl-. Note that cD(w, c) = w and f(@(w, t)) 
= t,so@: W><(a,b)-+Oandw+@(w,d)maps Wintof-‘(d). DefineF: O-+ Wx(a,b) 
by F(p) = (cp, _I(pJp), f(p)). Then F is of class C’ - and F 0 @ and @ 0 Fare identity maps 
and the Theorem is proved. 
Q.E.D. 
5.10 THEOREM. Let M be a complete C2 Finsler manifold without boundary, f: M--t R 
a C2- function satisfying condition (C). Let - co < a I b _< co and assume that there are 
no critical vaZues off in [a, b] (in [a, co] if b = 00) and that neither a nor b is a limit point 
of S = {c E Rlf has the constant value c on a component of M}. Then there is a C’- map 
H: M x I+ M such that if we put H,(p) = H(p, s) then for some E > 0: 
(1) H,isaCl- isomorphism of M into itself or all s E [O, 1) (AN s E [0, l] $ b c co). 
(2) H,(m) = m if m $f -‘(a - 2~, b + 2~). 
(3) Ho = identity map of M. 
(4) H,(f-‘(- oc), b + E]) =f -‘( - cqa-e]ifb<coandH,(M)=f-‘(-m,a-2e] 
ifb = 00. 
Proof. By 5.8 there is an E > 0 such that f has no critical points in (a - 38, b + 3~). 
By 5.9 there is a C’- isomorphism Cp : W> < (a - 3e, b + 38) z;f-‘(a - 3e, b + 3~) where 
W =f-‘(a) and (D(Wx(c}) =f -l(c). 
Case 1. b = co. Define H,(m) = m if f(m) I a - 2~. If f(m) 2 a - 2e, m = @(w, t) 
with t 2 a - 2&, then H,(m) = cD(w, t + s(a - 2~ - t)). 
Case2. b<co. 
Let h : R + R be the unique continuous function such that h(t) = t for t s a - 25 
his linear in [a - 2.9, b + E] and h(b + E) = a - E, h is linear in [b -I- E, b + 2.~1 and h(b + 2~) = 
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b+2e, h(t)=t for t>b+2e. Define H,(m)=m if m$f-’ (a-28, b+2e) and for 
m E f -‘(a - 3~, u + 3e), say m = @(w, t), define H,(m) = @(w, t + s(h(t) - t)). 
Q.E.D. 
The following result is the crucial lemma of Lusternik-Schnirelman Theory. 
5.11 THEOREM. Let M be a complete C2 Finsler manifold without boundary, f: M-t R 
a Cz- function satisfying condition (C) and given c E R let M, = f -‘( - co, c] and let K, = 
K n f-‘(c) denote the set of criticalpoints off at the level c. Then 
(1) Zf c is a regular value of M and is not a limit point of {a E RI f has the constant value 
a on some component of M} then for some E > 0 there is an isotopy cpr of M with qt(M, +J = 
MC-,. 
(2) Zf c > Sup f(K) then there is a strong deformation retraction of M onto M,_, for 
some E > 0. 
(3) Zf c is not a limit point off(int(K - K,)) (in particular tf c is an isolated critical value 
off) there are arbitrarily small neighborhoods U of K, and arbitrarily small E > 0 such that 
there exists an isotopy q, of M with cpI(M,,, - U)G M,_,. 
Proof. Statement (1) follows from 5.10 with a = b = c and Statement (2) follows 
from 5.10 with a = c and b = co. Now consider (3). Let X be a C’- pseudo-gradient 
vector field for f on M* (Theorem 4.4) and let Y = X/(Xf) so, as in the proof of Theorem 
5.2 Yisa Cl- vector field on M* and Yf = 1. Define V, = {x E MI Ildf,ll < l/k} for each 
positive integer k, so V, is an open neighborhood of K and Vk + r E V,. Let I)~ : M --, [0, I], 
be a C’- function on M which is zero on i$+l and one on M - V, (e.g. let {(P.}.~~ be a 
C’- partition of unity for M subordinate to the cover {V,, M - vk +1} (Theorem 1.6) and 
let tik = c rp, where A’ = {a E A] Support qa n V -jk +1 = @}). Define a C’ - vector field 
, 
Y’ond?y Yk=ekYinM*and Yk=Oin V,,,. 
5.12 LEMMA. For each positive integer k Yk is a bounded C’- vector field on M and in 
fact I( Yk]( I 2(k + 1); hence by Corollary 3.10 Yk generates a global one parameter group 
{cpf} of Cl- homeomorphisms of M. Moreover ifp E M then p(q$p), c&p)) I 2(k + l)]b - a] 
and in particular p(p, q:(p)) I 2(k + l)]t]. 
Proof. If Yk(x) # 0 then x q! V k+l so Ildf,]] L l/(k + l), hence since X is a pseudo- 
gradient field for f 
Wf,ll 2 
xi@ 
= m I W + 1). 
Hence ]I Yk(x)ll = $,&)]I Y(x)]] I 2(k + 1). The other facts follow immediately from the 
definition of the Finsler metric (Definition 3.2). 
Q.E.D. 
5.13 LEMMA. f(&p)) - (b - a) 2 f(&p)) 2 f(cp,k(b)). In particuZarf(&p)) is monotone 
non-decreasing in t. Moreover if&p) $ Vk for u I t I b then f((pi(p)) - f(&p)) = b - a. 
proof. if((p:@)) = yk(d@))f = $k(d(P>) yf = $k(d(P)) since yf = 1, hencef(d@)) - 
f((p&)) = 1: $k(qt(p)) dt. Since 0 5 $k I 1 and since *k is one outside vk the lemma 
follows. 
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5.14 LEMMA. Zf{f(&)} is bounded as n + 00 and {t,,} is bounded then {f(&pJ)} is 
bounded. 




and cp:(x)~V;, forsome fE[-$.o]). 
5.15 LEMMA. U, is an open neighborhood of KC and each neighborhood U of KC includes 
a G 
Proof. The first statement is clear. We can assume U is closed. If no U, E V let 
{pk} be a sequence with pk E U, and pk 4 U. Since I f(pk) - cl < l/k2, f(P,J --f c and since c is 
not a limit point of f(int(K - KC)), for large k pk $ int K and replacing pk by a nearby point 
we can assume pk is not a critical point off. Since f(p& --t c, {f(pk)} is bounded. Choose 
tk E [- 2/k2, 0] so that f&p& E V,. By 5.14 {f((p&+))} is bounded. By demmition of V, 
the norm of df at cp:,(p& is < l/k. Since for large kpk 4 Kit follows that for those k (p&3 # 
K (because K and in fact V,+, is pointwise invariant under cp:) hence by condition (C) a 
subsequence of {(p&+)} converges to q E K. Now by 5.12 
hk 9 4) 5 hk 3 (P&k)) + &f$,,(Pkh 4) 
5 2(k + l)bki + &d,,(Pk), 4) 
< ‘9’ + &&k), d - 
hence the corresponding subsequence of {pk} will also converge to q. Since f(q) = 
lim fbk) = c, q E KC. On the other hand since U is a neighborhood of KC and pk 4 U, 
k=m 
no sub-sequence of pk can possibly converge to a point q of KC. This contradiction 
proves the lemma. 
Q.E.D. 
5.16 LEMMA. If 0 < E < l/k2 then (pk_l(M,+, - uk) c MC_,. 
Proof. IfxEM,+,- & then f(x) I c + E < c + l/k’. Since by 5.13 f(cpkt(x)) is mono- 
tone non-increasing in t we can assume f(x) > c - l/k2 and hence 1 f(x) - cl < l/k2 so, by 
definition Of uk, &x) $ vk for - 2/k’ I t 5 0. Then by 5.13 with a = - 2/k’ and b =O 
f (& I@)> 5 f (q”- 2,khd 






Lemmas 5.15 and 5.16 together prove (3) of Theorem 5.11 since t + cpk_ f is an isotopy 
of Iu. 
Q.E.D. 
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5.17 DEFINITION. Let % be a family of subsets of a Banach manifold M. We shall say 
that % is isotopy invariant if,given FE % and an isotopy {cp,} of M, q,(F) E %. Iff : M + R 
we define minimax (f, %), the minimax off relative to % by 
minimax(f, %) =;fi Sup{f(x) 1 x E F}. 
Equivalently putting M,, = f -‘( - co, a] then 
minimax(f, %) = Inf{a E R 13 F E % with F 5 M,}. 
The following is the basic trick for constructing critical values of functions. 
5.18 MINIMAX THEOREM. Let M be a complete C2 Finsler manifold without boundary 
andf: M + R a C2- function satisfying condition (C). Let % be an isotopy invariant family 
of subsets of A4 such that - 00 < minimax(f, %) -z co. Then either minimax(f, %) is a 
critical value off or else there is a sequence of distinct critical value (ck} off with 
ck + minimax(f, %) and such that f assumes the constant value c, on a component of M. 
Proof. Suppose c = minimax(f, %) were a regular value off and not a limit point of 
{a E Rjf assumes the constant value a on a component of M}. Choose E > 0 satisfying (1) 
of 5.11 and FE% with FS M,+,. Then there is an isotopy qt of M with q,(F) c M,_,. 
Since q,(F) E %, c I c - E a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. Note that minimax(f, %) < co if and only if f is bounded above on at least 
one FE %, and that a sufficient condition for - co < minimax(f, %) is for f to be bounded 
below. Let us make the latter assumption. Then the following are some of the customary 
special cases of Theorem 5.18. 
(1) Let % be all the one element subsets of M. Then minimax(f, %) = Inf(f(x)]x E M} 
and 5.18 in this case gives another proof of Theorem 5.7. 
(2) Let H,(M, G) be the singular homology group of M with coefficients in an arbitrary 
abelian group G. Let a E &(M, G) and let % = %(a) = {FE MI 3 z E Z,(M, G) with 
[z] = a and support z E F}. Note (1) is a special case with k = 0. 
(3) Let a E IFS and define % = %(a) by % = {F c MI 3 f: Sk + M with [f] = a 
and j(Sv s F) . 
56. LUSTERNIK-SCHNIRELMAN CATEGORY 
Let A be a subset of a space X. A deformation of A in X is a homotopy h, : A + X 
of the inclusion map of A in X, and A is contractible in X if there exists a deformation 
h, : A + X with h,(A) = {p}, p E X. 
6.1 DEFINITION. The Lusternik-Schnirelman category of A in X, cat(A: X), is the least 
integer n such that A can be covered by n closed subsets of X each of which is contractible 
in X. Zf no such integer n exists we put cat(A; X) = co. We define cat(X) = cat(X; X). 
Remark. Note that cat(A; X) = 0 if and only if A = @ and cat(A; X) = 1 if and only 
if A is contractible in X. Also cat(A ; X) = cat@; X) and if A is closed in X then cat(A; X) = 
n if and only if A is the union of n closed sets each of which is contractible in X. 
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6.2 THEOREM. If A and B are subsets of a space X then 
(1) Zf A E B then cat(A; X) I cat(B; X), i.e. cat( a, X) is monotone. 
(2) cat(A u B; X) < cat(A; X) + cat(B; X), i.e. cat.(*, X) is subadditiue. 
(3) Zf A is closed in X and h, is a deformation of A in X then cat(A; X) I cat(hI(A); X). 
Proof. (1) and (2) are trivial. For (3) let h,(A) E BI u . . . u B,,, each Bi closed and 
contractible in X. If Ai = h;‘(Bi) then Ai is closed in A, hence in X and A c A, u . . . u A,. 
Since h,lAi is a deformation in X of Ai into Bi and since Bi is contractible in X, Ai is con- 
tractible in X. 
Q.E.D. 
For the definition of an ANR which we shall use see [4, $11. We note here only that 
it is the customary definition but that we do not demand separability. 
IfXisanANRandpE XletSbetheclosedsubset(Xx(0)) u({p}xI) u(Xx{l}) 
of Xx I and f : S + X the continuous map given by f(x, 0) = x, f(p, t) = f(x, 1) = p. 
Extend .f to a continuous map F : 0 + X where 0 is a neighborhood of S in Xx Z and let 
V be a neighborhood of p with V x I s 0. Then FI V x Z is a contraction of V to a point 
in X. Moreover if 27 is an open neighborhood of p in X then [4, Lemma 3.11 U is an ANR 
so we can suppose V is a contractible neighborhood of p in 0. Thus every point p of an 
ANR X has a basis of neighborhoods which are contractible in X. 
6.3 THEOREM. Zf X is an ANR and A s X then there is a neighborhood U of A in X with 
cat(8; X) = cat(A; X). 
Proof. We can assume cat(A; X) = n < co (otherwise take U = X). Let A E AI u . . . 
u A, with each Ai closed and contractible in X. It will suffice to prove that each Ai has a 
neighborhood Ui with cat(Ui; X) = 1, for then U = VI u . . . u U, will do. Let f, be a 
deformation of Ai to a point p and let 0 be a neighborhood of p with 0 contractible in X 
(see above remark). By the homotopy extension theorem [4, Theorem 61 f, can be extended 
to a deformation Ft of X in X. Then Ai = f;-‘(p) = fi-‘(0,) c F~-‘(Oi). Let Vi be a 
neighborhood of Ai with Bi s Fl-‘(Oi). Then, by 6.2, cat(Ui, X) I cat(F,(ui); X) I 
cat(0; X) and, since 0 is contractible in X, cat(8; X) = 1. 
Q.E.D. 
In the following dim denotes covering dimension (see [4, $21) 
6.4 THEOREM. If X is a connected ANR and A is a closed subset of X then cat(A; X) I 
dimA+ 1. 
proof. Let {O.]QE~ be an open cover of A with A-open sets, each 0, contractible in X, 
and let {Gi~}~EB, i = 0, 1, . . . , n be a locally finite open cover of A refining { OoT}.EA such that 
G, fi Gi, = @ if j? # /I’, were n = dim A [4, Lemma 2.41. Since X is connected and locally 
PEBI 
arcwise connected (in fact locally contractible) X is arcwise connected, hence since each 
G,, is contractible in X so is G, = U G,. Let { Uib}BEB, i = 0, . . . , n be a cover of A by 
BEBi 
A-open sets with 8, E G,. Then Ai = U 8,, E Gi, so Ai is contractible in X, and 
BEBl 
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A = b Ai. Finally since {Dip) are closed in A and locally finite Ai is closed in A, hence in 
i=O 
X. Hence cat(A; X) I n + 1. 
Q.E.D. 
6.5 COROLLARY. cat(X) I dim X+ 1. 
6.6 DEFINITION. If X is an arcwise connected space then cuplong is defined as the 
largest integer n such that for some field F and elements l-i E H”(X, F), ki > 0, 1 I i I n we 
have rl u . . . v r, # 0 (or 00 if there is no such d). 
6.7 THEOREM. rf X is an arcwise connected metric space then cat(X) 2 cupZong(X) + 1. 
Proof. [l]. 
s7. LUSTERNLK-SCHNIRELMAN CRITICAL POINT THEORY 
7.1 MAIN THEOREM OF LUSTERNIK-SCHNIRBLMAN THEORY. Let it4 be a complete Cz 
Finsler manifold without boundary, f: M + R a C2- map satisfying condition (C). Let K 
denote the set of criticalpoints off andfor a E R let K,, = K of -‘(a) and M, = f -‘( - 03, a]. 
Assume for each a E R that a is not a limit point of f(int(K - K,,)) (note that this is satisfied 
either iff is not constant on any non-void open set or if the set f(K) of critical values off is 
discrete). For each positive integer m _< cat(M) define 
Then : 
c,,,(f) = Znf{a E R 1 cat(M,; M) 2 m>. 
(1) c&J = Znf{(f(x)lx E M) (= min{f(x)/x E M) iff is bounded below). 
(2) c,cf) 5 c,+1(f). 
(3) Zf - 00 < c,(f) < co then c,,(f) is a criticaZ value off. 
(4) Zf some c,(f) = co then f is unbounded on K and hence K is infinite. In fact c,,,(f) I 
Sup{f(x)lx E Kl. 
(5) Zf 0 < m < n < cat(M) and - CCI < c = c”(j) = c,(f) < 0~) then cat(K,, M) 2 n - 
m + 1, hence ifM is connected then (by 6.4) dim K, 2 n - m. 
Proof. Statement (1) is clear since cat(M,, M) 2 1 if a > Inf{f(x>]x E M}. The paren- 
thetical remark follows from Theorem 5.7. Statement (2) is immediate from the mono- 
tonicity of cat(*, M) (1) of Theorem (6.2) and the fact that M, c Mb if a 5 b. 
To prove (3) let &‘m 6- = {F c M]cat(F; M) 2 m}. Note by the monotonicity of cat 
(.;M) that M,,E~,,,-~FE~~ with FE M, hence c,(j) = Inf{a E RI 3 FE fl,,, with 
F c M,} = minimax(f, g,,,). Now if F G M and q, is an isotopy of M then trivially cat 
(q,(F); M) = cat@‘; M), so 9,,, is isotopy invariant (in fact by 3) of Theorem 6.2 9m is 
even deformation invariant, in the sense that if FE 9,,, then h,(F) E 9,,, if h, : F-+ M is 
any deformation of Fin M). Statement (3) now follows from Theorem 5.17. Note that the 
condition c,,,(j) not a limit point of f(int(K - Kc,(/) )) rules out the second possibility in the 
conclusion of Theorem 5.17. 
To prove (4) note that if c 1 Sup{f( x x E K} then by (2) of Theorem 5.11 and (3) of )I 
Theorem 6.2 for some a > 0 cat(M,_,, M) = cat(M), so if m I cat(M) then c,,,(j) I c - 
E c c. Hence c,(j) I Sup{f(x)lx E: K]. 
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It remains to prove (5). We first prove that cat(K,; M) 1 cat(M,+,; M) - 
cat(ikf,_,, M) for some E > 0. Indeed M is an ANR by [4, Theorem 5](a fact we also need 
toapplyTheorem6.4toget he second part of (5)) hence by Theorem 6.3 there is a neighbor 
hood U of K, with cat( U; M) = cat(K,; M). Then by (3) of Theorem 5.11 and the monotoni- 
city of cat(; M) we can suppose there is an isotopy (P, of M with ql(M,+, - U) c MC_,. 
Then cat(M,_,; M) 2 cat(q,(MC+, - v); M) = cat(M,+, - U; M). But by sub-additivity 
and monotonicity 
cat(M,+,; M) I cat(M,+, u U; M) 
I cat(M,+, - U; M) + cat(U; M) 
S cat(M,+,; M) + cat(K,; M) 
as was to be shown. Now since c = c.(f), cat(M,+,; M) 2 n and since c = c,,,(f), 
cat(M,_,;) I m - 1. Hence cat (M,; M) 2 cat(MC+o M) - cat(M,_,; M) 2 n -m + I. 
Q.E.D. 
7.2 THEOREM. Let A4 be a complete C2 Finsler manifold without boundary and f : M + R 
aC2- map satisfying condition (C). Iff is bounded below (or above) then f has at least 
cat(M) critical points. 
Proof. If some c E R is a limit point of f(int(K - K,)) then f has infinitely many 
critical points so we can eliminate this case. For the same reason by (4) of Theorem 7 . 1 we 
can suppose c,,,(f) < co if m I cat(M). We can also assume f is bounded below (otherwise 
consider -f> so that by (1) of Theorem 7.1 - cc < cl(j) and hence by(2) of Theorem 7.1 
-co < c,(f) < co for all m = 1,2, . . . . cat(M). We shall prove by induction on M that 
there are at least m critical points off in M,,(,,. For m = 1 this is immediate from (1) of 
Theorem 7.1 since an absolute minimum off is certainly a critical point. Now suppose there 
are at least k critical points in MC,(,) if 1 I k I n. If c,(f) # c,, +i(f) then there is at least one 
critical point off on f -l(cn+,(f)) by (3) of Theorem 7.1, hence at least n + 1 critical points 
inf -Ye, +J.f)) u M,.(f) C MC”+ 1(f). If c = c.(f) = c,, +1cf> let m be the least positive integer 
such that c,,,(j) = c,, +1(f). Then by (5) of Theorem 7.1 cat(K,; M) 2 n + 1 - m + 1 = 
n + 2 - m, so card(K,) 2 cat(K,; M) 2 n + 2 - m, i,e. there are at least n + 2 - m critical 
points on the level c = c,+~(D. If m = 1 we are done. If m > 1 then there are at least m - 1 
critical points off in MC,_ 1(,j hence at least (m - 1) + (n + 2 - m) = n + 1 critical points 
off in M,,+) uf-‘(c,+l(f)) = M,“.,,J). 
Q.E.D. 
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